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You can create ... tempting, mouth-watering meals, and distinctive, contemporary fabrics with the new, helpful ideas from these home economics books.

Contemporary Handweaving
by Ruth Overman and Lulu Smith

Look through this book and you’ll want to rush right out and buy a loom, even if you’ve never held a shuttle in your hand. You experienced weavers will be just as enthusiastic, for this is a new book—the first to emphasize creative design. CONTEMPORARY HANDWEAVING will inspire you to create fabrics of individuality and distinctiveness. Based on the use of the 4-harness loom, the book gives you clear and thorough instructions from the first step to the last. And there are outstanding photographs everywhere—each one reproduced so expertly that you can “feel” the texture of every fiber.

180 large pages $7.50

What To Cook For Company
by Lenore Sullivan

Iowa State’s “own” cookbook is a gourmet’s delight! Straight from the Institution Management Tearoom come more than 900 of its most popular recipes. Miss Lenore Sullivan has gathered her favorites from students and friends—each recipe designed to make eating a truly festive occasion. It’s a book made to order for anyone who finds cooking exciting—whether experienced connoisseur or enthusiastic beginner. Iowa Staters will enjoy particularly Miss Sullivan’s stories of the origin of individual recipes. 515 pages. $2.95.

Good Home Cooking Across The U. S. A.
by Nell Nichols

The country’s best cooks pass on their tastiest tips and traditions to you. Nell Nichols, field editor for Woman’s Home Companion, traveled through the United States and Hawaii for three years describing the very best in regional cooking. The result is just plain fun to read, for Mrs. Nichols describes good food in a most delectable manner. But the most fun of all is trying out some of those irresistible ideas yourself!

619 pages $4.95

REMEMBER, BOOKS MAKE EXCELLENT CHRISTMAS PRESENTS TOO!

Iowa State College Press
Press Building, Campus
Also available at local bookstores

On the job in the gleaming experimental kitchen of the Betty Crocker department at General Mills Jeanette Korslund (left) and her co-worker test cake recipes.

NEWS

AS LONG AS I CAN REMEMBER I’ve been interested in food preparation. My background is fairly typical of the hundreds of Iowa farm girls who develop interest in home economics through their home and 4-H work.

The experimental cookery major at ISC rated tops with me so I decided that test kitchen work was my first choice. However, when I started to look for that all important “first job” during my last quarter (Spring ’49) at ISC I found that test kitchens don’t just spring up at any location where a young home economist wants to work. So I accepted a job with the Omaha Public Power District as a home service advisor.

A three month training period was my first indoctrination. Like every other new graduate, I found that theory was of no value unless I could transpose it into practical, understandable help to those I contacted. The principles of food preparation, household equipment, chemistry, physics and economics must be correlated with common sense to give a homemaker an answer. Why don’t her cakes bake evenly; why didn’t her automatic oven turn on? What factors should she consider in purchasing new equipment?

Work with people

No one could possibly do home service work, making calls to homes of every conceivable economic, social and racial group without developing a tremendous appreciation for people. Some of the experiences are hilarious, some pathetic and some rather frightening. But through all of them one develops a feel for the fundamental kinds of help that homemakers need. That to me was the most beneficial aspect of my home service work.
In an open letter to home economics instructors and students Jeanette Korslund writes of her post-graduation discoveries. You'll find some valuable advice, some whys and whats that every professional home economist can use.

from an experimental cookery graduate

In addition to home calls I had experience with cooking schools, store demonstrations, dealer contacts, promotions, radio broadcasting and a bit of recipe testing (MY MAJOR INTEREST!). So, in spite of feeling that it wasn't my favorite field, I wouldn’t have missed the experience of home service work for anything.

After a year and a half at OPPD, an opening came up at the T. F. Naughtin Bakery Supply House in Omaha. Once again, this job involved work I was not particularly familiar with, but it appeared challenging so I became involved in the whys and wherefores of bakery supplies. Never had I imagined that bakers could need so many things to provide goodies for the world.

I learned quickly about the problems of formulation, purchasing, production, product control, merchandising, product directions, publicity and the other million details. My lab was anything but fancy, but I loved it and it featured two automatic doughnut machines for testing doughnut mixes.

I felt fully qualified to set up shop in the nearest 5 and 10¢ store when I finally learned how to operate them properly.

Designs testing program

In June ’51 I went to work with General Mills at their research laboratory in Minneapolis. Once again, this was not test kitchen work as I had thought of it in school.

My primary responsibility was to work on the development of an organoleptic (taste panel) testing program. The need for objective evaluation of flavor, texture, eating quality and aroma had been recognized by General Mills for some time. They were
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Experimental Cookery (continued)

now interested in doing actual research on testing techniques.

There is a tremendous satisfaction in working with a new program; trying, discarding, and changing ideas and plans. This work was interesting also because it provided a wealth of opportunity to learn about the many aspects of food production.

Along with this work I became interested in statistics as a necessary tool for analysis and interpretation of results so I took a couple of statistics courses at night school at the University of Minnesota. General Mills encourages this kind of study by paying all or part of the tuition for courses beneficial to the job.

After two years at the research lab, I transferred to the experimental kitchen in the Betty Crocker Home Service department. Had I had a choice at the time of graduation, I undoubtedly would have selected this department above all of the others.

Develops recipe ideas

Now, however, I feel particularly fortunate to have had the background of other types of work before getting into test kitchen work. My specific job here is to create and develop new ideas for recipes, methods and products. As in other work, there is never a dull moment and the work involves contact with product development, products control and consumer testing.

My present work seems to be that happy combination of technical work with practical applications. Some home calls to keep in touch with consumer feeling and contacts with people from research, advertising, merchandising and media fields help to keep up on changing trends. These are all a necessary part of effective food development work.

There seems to be a misconception that experimental cookery work is isolated from people. I doubt that any experimental cookery major will find herself in a position where she does not deal with a great many people.

Experimental cookery in all its phases can be beneficial only in so far as the results can be interpreted and translated to those in related areas of work and ultimately to the consumer.
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Get your delectables from FAREWAY BAKERY. We have everything to tempt you in the line of baked goods.
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